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eliability and comfort are not
the only things I appreciate
about the first Mass Rapid
Transit (MRT) line in Kuala Lumpur
(KL), which started operations
about two years ago. It is also complemented by a good feeder bus
system, which I found useful to get
around the city centre quickly.
Being regular MRT commuters,
a friend and I soon got curious
about discovering interesting destinations within easy reach of the
stations along this train line. Riding
it from end to end — from Sungai
Buloh in the north to Kajang in the
south — takes about an hour.

Step back in time
at Sungai Buloh

Above:
Kuala Lumpur’s
River of Life adds a
buzz to the city with
new walkways, an
observation deck
and mist sprays.
Right:
The Pasar
Seni station in
Chinatown.
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Rail

explorations
Carolyn Hong discovers little-known

places along Kuala Lumpur’s train line

Most Malaysians know of this
town — far in the outskirts of Kuala
Lumpur — for its colonial-era leprosy settlement called the Valley of
Hope. It is no longer operational,
although some former patients still
reside there.
We took a feeder bus from the
MRT station, which dropped us
about 300m from the entrance.
Stepping into the Valley of Hope
was like going back to the 1920s.
The settlement remains untouched,
and we could see that while many
of the inhabitants had been forced
to move there, it was nevertheless
a tranquil place to live, with lush
gardens, rustic cottages, a large
community hall and many different
places of worship.
Some of these buildings have
become a story gallery that visitors
can visit via appointment or during
open days. While strolling the welltended grounds, we thought about
life back then, when people afflicted
with leprosy were shunned and
banished from society.
As we left this surprisingly serene
site, it was with thoughts of its
former residents and their hopes
and dreams.
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for lunch. It was impossible to choose from the
dozens of dishes on offer, and of course, we overloaded our plates. Every bite was a delight to our
tastebuds.

Charming Pasar Seni

Many new
cafes can now
be found in old
shophouses in
Chinatown.
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Food over retail at Bandar Utama

This stop links to a popular mall, but we skipped
shopping for a more rustic experience. We boarded
a feeder bus that headed towards Kampung Sungai
Penchala, a laid-back Malay village that is just a
stone’s throw from glitzy neighbourhoods.
It was not touristy, but it was fun to walk around
to look at its lively mosque and small shops with
unfamiliar products such as traditional Malay
herbal medicine, and Indonesian spices and
sauces.
Most people come here to eat at the popular
Sambal Hijau restaurant, which lays out a daily
feast of mouth-watering Malay village-style dishes

This stop lands you right in the heart of old Kuala
Lumpur, where the capital city had its beginnings
hundreds of years ago on a muddy estuary, or “kuala
lumpur” in Malay. It also takes you to Chinatown,
Central Market, Jamek Mosque and colonial administrative buildings, which are familiar sights to us.
But we were here to visit the newly spruced
up riverside and old Market Square under the
billion-ringgit River of Life project. The riverside
had acquired new walkways, and snazzy new
features such as an observation deck, decorative
lighting and mist sprays.
Despite being a tad overdone, it is a remarkable
improvement on what it used
to look like before. Where once
people would hurry by, they
now linger, enjoying the stroll
along the shady river walkway.
Cyclists take their time, while
urban artists try to capture
the scene in delicate pencil
sketches. It was fun to watch
this once-neglected area come
to life, and people finding new
ways to enjoy KL.
We strolled over to Chinatown to find it undergoing
yet another metamorphosis.
Having been a commercial
precinct for over a century, its
shops have housed all sorts
of trades within them. Today,
quirky cafes are its latest incarnations.
We popped into one cafe
and were delighted to find a
zero waste store tucked within that sells toiletries,
detergents and biscuits sans packaging. We also
found a few more stylish cafes in this run-down
part of town, as well as art galleries and rooftop
bars.
The gentrification is still at the stage where it
can be described as charming before every trace
of authenticity is wiped out, and we enjoyed
discovering these bright spots of style amid the
rough-and-ready shops.

Make time for
satay at Kajang.

Satay at Stadium Kajang

Kajang is famed for its satay, and we got off here
for lunch. But there is more to Kajang, as we
discovered. This underrated town is replete with
the quiet charm of small towns, where old trades
are still plied in shophouses that have seen better
days.
We visited the Kajang Heritage Gallery and were
led on a tour by its friendly curator. The gallery
was crammed with items in the style of a curiosity cabinet, and it tickled us to see old soft drink
bottles nestling alongside chunks of tin ore and
Chinese wall plaques. The gallery provided a good
introduction to Kajang, as well as an insight into
its illustrious tin-mining past.
And of course, we ate satay, the quintessential
Malaysian dish said to have originated from the
early communities here. We picked a satay joint
that looked new with the ubiquitous mural on the
wall. Verdict: Delicious.
The restaurant was literally a few steps away
from the MRT station. We hopped on a train that
whisked us back to the city in no time.
Exploring KL by train turned out to be a good
move, as we did not have to worry about parking,
traffic or getting lost. We did not expect to find so
many places to explore. In fact, we have yet to visit
the Kota Damansara Community Forest, Cheras
War Cemetery, and more.
But I am sure another time will come soon,
because a second line from Sungai Buloh to Putrajaya is scheduled to open in 2022.

TRAVELLER’S TIPS

n The MRT line has 31 stations, with many located in the central
business and tourist districts. We boarded the train at Pusat Bandar
Damansara station, which is closest to our home, and easily reached
our destinations by feeder bus.
n Before travelling, take a look at the map of the MRT route and
feeder buses, available on its website. The buses are highly useful
for the last mile to and from the station.
n Keep small change handy to buy tokens at the ticket machines, or
buy a prepaid card.
n Wear comfy shoes and a hat, and carry a bottle of water, as it is
bound to be humid and hot walking around KL.

